AN-60 FLYSHEET
DEFECTIVE MATERIAL FAILURE ANALYSIS AND CORRECTIVE ACTION REPORT

Supplier to Examine, Test and Evaluate (ET&T) item. Supplier shall establish root cause and annotate corresponding block below. Supplier shall notify Buyer of results and applicable cost and delivery to rework/replace item.

Purchase Order Number

☐ Supplier root caused defect

☐ Boeing root caused defect

Remit to Buyer at FAX: (714) 762-0662 upon completion of ET&T with Supplier/Boeing ‘root caused defect’ block checked.

When Supplier’s rework of nonconformance cannot be visually identified through Buyer examination of the corrected item(s), Supplier shall also append a statement in the packing sheet or attached thereto describing method by which Buyer’s Source Inspection or Receiving Inspection personnel can readily identify the reworked area.

Supplier to submit with the shipment of item(s) the corresponding test results and proposed corrective actions to be taken to prevent recurrence of the deficiency.

Supplier Signature .................................. Title ........................................... Date ...............